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1. Introduction. This paper contains proofs of several theorems

concerning logarithms of matrices such as log A exists if A~x exists,

the set of logarithms of 7 is uncountable, each commutative subset of

the logarithms of a matrix A is countable, and each commutative

subset of the logarithms of 7 is a finite-dimensional vector space over

the set of integers. Most of these proofs also hold for Banach algebras

with suitable norms.

2. Definitions. M denotes the algebra of mXm matrices of complex

numbers and | • denotes a norm with respect to which Af is complete,

| 71 = 1, and \A = 0 if and only if A = 0. Capital letters will be used
to represent elements of M, bold-faced letters for sets, and lower case

letters for real numbers. Reduced fraction means a rational number

expressed as a reduced fraction. The following definitions will be used.

Definition 1. Exp A =E(A) = E^-o (l/n\)An and A is a log-

arithm of B if and only if B = E (A).

Definition 2. Log A denotes the subset of Af such that B E Log A

if and only if B is a logarithm of A.

Definition 3. A is nonsingular means A~x exists.

Definition 4. A is a reduced logarithm of 7 means A £Log 7 and

if 0<\p\ <1, then pA^Logl.

Definition 5. 23 is a preferred logarithm of A means 73£Log;l

and if A commutes with C, then B commutes with C.

3. Theorems. A proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [l, p. 167].

Theorem 1. If M=E(A), N = EiB) andAB=BA, then

EiA)EiB) = EiA + 73)

and

A + B E Log MN.

Theorem 2. If B is a continuous function of bounded variation from

[0, 1 ] into M such that B*1 exists, all values of B commute and 23(0) = 1,

then Jo B~xdB is a preferred logarithm o/23(x) for Ogx^ 1.

Outline of proof.
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B(x) =1+|    BB-HB =l+f   B-1(t)dB(t)
J o J 0

+ f   f' B-1MdB(p)]B~1®dB® + • • •

= S(V»0( I   5-^5).
n-0 \ J 0 /

The following theorem, due to M. Nagumo [4, p. 67], follows as

a corollary to the preceding theorem.

Theorem 3. If A~x exists, then A has a preferred logarithm.

Proof. Since there are only a finite set of values z for which

[T+zL4 —T)]_1 does not exist and since ^4_1 exists, there is a continu-

ous function g of bounded variation from [0, 1 ] to the complex num-

bers such that g(0)=0, g(l) = l and, HB(x)= [l+g(x)(A -I)], then

B satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Since T?(l)=^4, then

f\B~1dBEL,ogB(l) =Log^4. The referee has pointed out that the

argument used in Theorems 2 and 3 yields the more general Theorem

9.5.1 in Hille and Phillips [3, p. 285].

Theorem 4. If AE^og I and \A\ <1, then A =0.

Proof. 0 = E(A)-I= (1+ XXi Ak/kl)-I=A(I+B), where B
= A/2\+A2/3\+ ■ ■ ■ .Since | B\ <1, then (I+B)'1 exists and A=0_

Theorem 5. Log T is an uncountable set.

Proof. There exists uncountably many pairs a, b of positive num-

bers such that a2+b2 = 1 and such that

a        b
, o
b    —a

1 = A

O
' 1.

is a nonsingular square root of I. Hence, there exist uncountably

many matrices of the form log A such that I = E(2 log A).

Theorem 6. If S is a commutative subset of Log A, then S is count-

able.

Proof. If S is an uncountable subset of Log A, then S has an
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uncountable bounded subset which has an accumulation point.

Hence, there exist matrices B, CES such that 0<|73 — C\ <1 and

EiB)=A=EiQ. Therefore, £(73 -C) =7and by Theorem 4 73-C = 0
which contradicts 0 < | B — C\.

Theorem 7. If O^A GLog 7, then there is a unique positive number

n such that if k is a real number, then k/nA El Log 7 if and only if k is

an integer. Furthermore, n is an integer.

Proof. Suppose Ot^A GLog 7 and S is the set of positive numbers

such that hES if and only if hAELog I. The set S has a greatest

lower bound m; furthermore, mES. If m(£S, there are numbers

p, qES such that 0<| ip-q)\ <1 and by Theorem 4 ip— q)A =0;

this last equation contradicts the preceding inequality.

If k is an integer, then km A GLog 7 because mA GLog 7. If k is a

real number such that kmAELog I, then k is an integer; if this is

false, then there is an integer h such that l>h — k>0, Qi — k)mA

GLog 7, and m>ih — k)mES. Since il/m)mA =^GLog 7, then

1/m is a positive integer n such that mA = (l/ri)A. Furthermore, n

is unique, because if p is a number satisfying these conditions, then

Up + n)/p)Hl/n)A) = Up + n)/n)Hl/p)A) = (1/m + l/p) A E Log I,

ip+n)/p and (p+n)/n are integers, n divides p and p divides m, and

n = p.

Theorem 8. If A and B commute and are reduced logarithms of I and

a/p and b/q are reduced fractions such that (a/p)A+(b/q)BELog I,

then p = q.

Proof. (a/p)A + (b/q)BELog I-+aA + (bp/q)BELog I^(bp/q)B
GLog 7—>q divides bp-^q divides p. Similarly, p divides q; hence,

p = q.

Theorem 9. If B is a preferred logarithm of A and Allm is an mth

root of A such that (A11™)-1 exists, then there is an mth root Illm of I such

that A1im = E(B/m)P'm.

Proof. Since (A11"1)-1 exists, Allm has a preferred logarithm C.

Furthermore, 23 and C commute because A and A1,m commute. Since

E(mC) =A =£(23), then E(mC—B)=I and there is an mth root 71/m

of  7 such   that  E(C-B/m) = Illm.   Hence,

EiB/m)Pin = EiB/m)EiC - B/m) = E(C) = A1'".

Lemma l. If b is an irrational number and a>0, there are integers p
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and q and an irrational number r such that pb = q+r and \ r | <a (Corol-

lary to [2, Theorem 36, p. 30]).

Theorem 10. If {Ai}T-o *s a commutative sequence of linearly inde-

pendent logarithms of I and {ai}|"_0 is a sequence of real numbers such

that 2^a-o a,v4,-£Log I, then ao is a rational number.

Proof. Suppose {^4i}^0 and {o,}f_0 satisfy the hypothesis and

that ao is an irrational number. From the lemma, if l>c>0, there

exist integers p and q and an irrational number b0 such that pa0

= q+b0 and |d>0| <c. Furthermore, XXo pa*AiE Log T. Let {&<}™i

be the sequence of numbers such that for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m, bi = pai — ni

where «,- is the largest integer such that pa.-^w;; then 2~2?-o°iAi

GLogT, \bt\ <1 iori = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , m, and | XXo M,| = Z"oM»|-
Therefore, for each positive integer k, there is a matrix Bk and a se-

quence {bki)ll0 of numbers such that Bk— 2~L7-a bkiAi is a logarithm

of T, \Bk\ :S XXo M*|, bko is an irrational number and |&4+i,o|

<\bko\.

Since {Bk}k-X is a bounded sequence, it has a convergent subse-

quence and there exist two integers r and t such that \Br—B\ <1.

From Theorem 4, it follows that BT — Bt — 0. However, Br — Bt

= XXo (bri — bti)Ai^0 because A0, Ax, ■ ■ ■ , Am are linearly inde-

pendent and bro^bto-

Lemma 2. If m and a are positive integers such that a does not divide

m, then there are integers p and q and a reduced fraction c/b such that

p/m+q/a = c/bandb>m (Corollary to [2, Theorem 25, p. 2l]).

Lemma 3. If S is a commutative subset of Log T which is closed with

respect to addition and subtraction, a/b is a reduced fraction, AES,

(a/b)A +BES and p is an integer, then there is an integer q such that

(p/b)A+qBES.

Theorem 11. Suppose S is a commutative subset of Log T which is

closed with respect to addition and subtraction. Conclusion. There exist

an integer m ^ 2ra2 and linearly independent elements B\, B2, • • • , Bm

of S such that if BES then there exist integers bx, b2, • ■ • , bm such that

B=2~Xi°iBi-

Proof. Since S is a subset of the linear vector space of nXn ma-

trices with complex elements, then there exist, over the field of real

numbers, m linearly independent elements Ax, A2, ■ ■ • , Am of S

which span S and m^2n2. By Theorem 15 if {p,}f=i is a sequence of

real numbers such that XX1 PiAiES, then each of pi, p2, • • • , pk is

a rational number.
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For each integer t = 1, 2, • • • , m, let Kt denote the set of positive

integers such that kEKt if and only if there is a sequence {a7&»}<-<

of reduced fractions such that E™=i fai/bAAiES, |a,-/&<| <1 for
i = t, t + 1, • • • , m and k = bt>0. Kt is not an infinite set. If this is

false, there exists a set {Mj}]°,lES such that | Ms\ < Ei-i M<| for

7=1,2,3, • • •, and M^Mj if k^j; therefore, there exist two positive

integers p and q such that Mpj&Mq, \ Mp — Mq\ <1 and from The-

orem 9 Mp = Mq. Hence, if Kt is nonempty, it is a finite set and has a

largest positive integer mt.

If l^t^m and E*-< (ai/b/)AiES and a(/^i is a reduced fraction,

then bt divides mt. Suppose false; then, if bt>0, by Lemma 2, there

exist integers p and q and a reduced fraction k/b such that b>mt and

p/mt+q/bt = k/b. By Lemma 3, there are matrices C and D of the

form Er=«+i (a-i/bi)Ai such that (^/w,)^4f+CGS and (q/bt)At
+DES; therefore,

(k/b)A, + C+ D = ((p/mt)At + C) + ((q/bt)At + D) E S;

hence, bEKt and btkmt, which contradicts b>mt. Similarly, if bt<0,

then at/bt= —at/—bt and —bt divides mt.

If O^t^m, Kt is nonempty and mt is the largest integer in Kt, then

by Lemma 3 there is a matrix Bt and a sequence {c(,}™ *+i of reduced

fractions such that 23, = (l/w,)^4,+ E™(+i Ct*4< and BtES. These

matrices 23i, 232, • • • , 23m are linearly independent and will satisfy

the conclusion of the theorem. If BES, there are reduced fractions

ai/bi,kii,ki3, ■ • ■ , kim such that B = (ai/bOAi+'^li kuAi belongs to

S; also, there exists an integer xi such that mi = xi&i. Since 23i = 1/oti^4i

+ H?-2CuAi, then

73 = 23 - aix,(23i - 73,)

= (ai/bi)Ai + X kuAi — ai#i ( (l/m^Ax + X) cuAA + a^Bi
i-2 \ t=2 /

= ai(l/bi — Xi/m/)Ai +  E (hi — aiXiCu)Ai + axXiBi
,-2

m

= 0 + E kaAi + aiXiBi,    where k2i = ku — aiXicu-
i-2

Similarly, there are integers <z2 and x2 and a sequence  {featjjls of

rational numbers such that

m m

E hiAi = a2x2Bi + E hiAi.
1=2 I-S
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By continuing this procedure with Bs, • • • , Bm, we define sequences

{a,-}r_i and {x<}™ i of integers such that B= XX1 aiXiBi.

Theorem 12. If S is a commutative subset of Log A, then there exist

an integer m ^2w2 and a sequence { Ci}T=X of linearly independent com-

mutative elements of Log T such that if P and Q belong to S, then there

exists a sequence {at}T=x of integers such that P = Q+ XX1 <*<C<. Fur-

thermore, for i— 1,2, ■ • ■ , m, d commutes with each element of S.

Proof. If P and Q belong to S, then P-<2£Log T. Let R be the

subset of Log T such that BER if and only if there exist sequences

{.4 ,}?»i and }A,}f=1 of elements of S and a sequence {o;}^! of inte-

gers such that B= ~Yst-iai(Ai — Bi). Theorem 11 holds and assures

the existence of a sequence {C<}™ x of linearly independent elements

of R such that if P and Q belong to S, then P — Q belongs to R and

there exists a sequence {o,}^! of integers such that P — Q

= X™ i o-iCi. Furthermore, all the elements of R and S commute.
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